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And one of the finest results of changed
perceptions occurred last year with the
Dancing Demons project by
Sydney's One Extra Company.
Three dancer/ choreographers were
transported to the lush hills of Bali to
work with Indonesian dancers and
musicians on an updating of one of
Asia's biblical stories, The Ramayana.
Spending weeks with local artists gave
them an understanding of not only the
meaning of the myth but also the dance
language used to tell it. And, although
there could be no simple copying of
Asian body movement by differently
muscled Aussies, there were many
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Gantner' s personal experience on
Macbeth opened even his eyes as to
the psychological distances still
needing to be crossed by a dedicated
Eurasian such as himself. During the
post-Adelaide tour of the production,
his father lay dying in California-and
getting to see him seemed a priority.
Suzuki was outraged, and threatened
not to take the company to Tokyo as
planned if Gantner left, however
temporarily. Such disloyalty to the
company would destroy his artistic
integrity, Suzuki insisted-coming from
a culture where a Noh actor dying on
stage would be left there untouched
until the end of the show! Fortunately
for Gantner, a hoped-for season in
Sydney failed because of
entrepreneurial pusillanimity, and both
sides were able to maintain face
successfully. We still have much to
learn about Asia.
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